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mm PE wo waasm IMPACT 

I have considered the notification by WAINOfO 011 I Gas Company to remove Well 

No. ! In West Delta Area, Block 20 (OCS-G 7789). SEA No. ES/SR 89-046. Based on 

the environmental analysis contained therein, I find that there 1s no evidence to 

Indicate that the proposed action will significantly (40 CFR 1508.27) affect the 

quality of the human environment, and the preparation of an environmental Iapact 

statement Is not required. 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The purpose of this Site-Specific Environmental Assessment (SEA) Is to 
assess the specific Impacts associated with proposed structure-removal 
activities. The SEA Is based on a Programmatic Environmental Assessment (PEA) 
(USDI, NMS, 1987) which evaluates a broader spectrum of potential Impacts 
resulting from the removal of structures, e.g., platforms/caissons across the 
Central and Westem Planning Areas of the Gulf of Mexico Outer Continental Shelf. 
The PEA/SEA process Is designed to simplify and reduce the size of environmental 
assessment documents by eliminating repetitive discussions of the same Issues. 
This SEA conforms to MMS and other appropriate guidelines for preparing 
environmental assessments by utilizing data presented In the PEA to complete the 
assessment. It presents site-specific data regarding the proposed structure 
removal and evaluates the removal's potential Impacts. Preparation of this SEA 
has allowed th* determination of whether a Finding of No Significant Impact 
(FONSI) Is mr priate or whether further assessment of the proposal Is 
necessary. 

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSAL 

A. Description of the Proposed Action With Mitigation 

WAINOCO 011 I Gas Company proposes to remove Well No. 1 In West Delta Area, 
Block 20 (Lease OCS-G 7789). The structure Is located In a *ater depth of 41 
feet. Block 20 Is located approximately seven miles south cf Plaquemines Parish, 
Louisiana. The operator plans to sever the well five meters or more below the 
mud line using a jet sand cutter. The well 1s being abandoned. 

Since no explosives will be utilized during the pi_,.osed structure-removal 
activities, MMS has determined that sea turtles and marine mammals will not be 
affected. A Section 7 Consultation under the Endangered Species Act will not be 
Initiated. 

Refer to Appendix A for structure specifications and additional Information 
on the removal activities. 

In the course of this evaluation process, the following protective measure 
was identified tc further mitigate the environmental Impacts associated with the 
proposal: 

There are pipelines located within 150 meters (490 feet) of the proposed 
activities. Precautions in accordance with NTL No. 83-3, Section IV.B, shall be 
taken prior to conducting the proposed operations. 

B. Need for the Proposed Action 

A discussion of the legal and regulatory mandates to remove abandoned oil 
and gas structures from Federal waters can be found in the PEA (USDI, MMS, 1987). 

l 



I I . ALTERNATIVE TO THE PROPOSED ACTION 

The alternative to the proposed stmcture removal is original ly submitted 
Is non-removal. Non-reaoval of the stmcture would represent a conflict with 
Federal legal and regulatory requirements, which aandate the timely reaoval of 
obsolete or abandoned stmctures within a period of one year after termination of 
the lease, or upon termination of a right of use or easement. Therefore, non-
reaoval does not appear to be a valid alternative. 

I I I . ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, SOCIOECONOMIC CONCERNS, AND 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

A. PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

1. Environmental Geology and Geologic Hazards 

A discussion of environmental geology and geologic hazards can be found in 
the PEA (USUI, MMS, 1987). The proposed structure-removal activities are not in 
an area of sediment Instability (aud flows, slumps, or slides). Therefore, 
geologic conditions are not expected to have an impact on the proposed structure-
removal activities. 

2. Meteorological Conditions 

No impacts are expected as a result of the proposed activities. For 
analysis information, see the PEA referenced in the Introduction. 

3. Physical and Chemical Oceanography 

a. Physical Oceanography 

No impacts are expected as a result of the proposed activities. For 
analysis Information, see the PEA referenced in the Introduction. 

b. Chemical Oceanography 

Impacts are expected to be very low as a result of the proposed ac 'ties. 
For analysis Information, see the PEA referenced In the Introduction. 

4. Water Quality 

lapacts are expected to be low as a result of the proposed activities. For 
analysis information, set the PEA referenced in the Introduction. 

5. Air Quality 

Iopacts are expected to be very low as a result of the proposed activities. 
For analysis Information, see the PEA referenced In the Introduction. 

I . BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT 

1. Coastal Habitats 

No Iopacts are expected as a result of the proposed activities. For analysis 
information, see the PEA referenced in the Introduction. 



2. Protected, Endangered, and/or Threatened Species 

a. Birds 

The operator has Indicated that they propose to use Venice, Louisiana, as the 
shore base to support the proposed strocture-removal activities. The PEA (USD!, 
MMS, 1987) delineates sensitive areas along the Texas coastline where whooping 
cranes and brown pelicans could be adversely impacted by structure-reswval 
support activities. The proposed work Is not expected to Iapact threatened or 
endangered birds or their habitats. 

b. Marine Mammals 

A discussion of marine mammals occurring across the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) 
and an assessment of the potential impacts of structure-removal activities on 
•arlne mammals can be found In the PEA (USDI, MMS, 1987). Fritts et a l . (1983) 
conducted aerial surveys across a 9,514 square mi V: area of waters lying In the 
central GOM. Results of these surveys Indicate that the bottlenose dolphin is by 
far the mosc likely marine mammal to be encountered at the proposed structure 
removal. Since the proposed structure removal will not utilize explosives, no 
Impacts are expected on marine mammals. 

c. Sea Turtles 

A discussion of sea turtles occurring across the central and western GOM 
and an assessment of the potential Impacts of sv. ucture-removal activities on sea 
turtles can be found In the PEA (USDI, MMS, 1987). Studies by Fritts et a l . 
(1983) and Fuller and Tappan (1986) as well as stranding data from the Sea Turtle 
Stranding and Salvage Network (Warner, 1988) indicate that sea turtles occur in 
the vicinity of the proposed activities. Definitive Information on the 
probability of encountering sea turtles at the removal »1te during removal 
operations Is scarce. Since the proposed structure removal will not utilize 
explosives, no Impacts are expected on sea turtles. 

3. Birds 

Impacts are expected to be very low as a result of the proposed activities. 
For analysis Information, see the PEA referenced In the Introduction. 

4. Sensitive Marine Habitats 

A discussion of sensitive marine habitats occurring in the central and 
westem GOM and an assessment of the potential Impacts of structure-removal 
activities on thest areas can be found in the PEA (USDI, MMS, 1987). The 
proposed activities are not near any sensitive marine habitats. Therefore, the 
subject stmcture removal will not Impact any sensitive marine habitats or thei. 
resident biota. 

5. Offshore Habitats and Biota 

Impacts are expected to be low as a result of the proposed activities. For 
analysis information, see the PEA referenced in the Introduction. 
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C. SOCIOECONOMIC CONCERNS 

1. Employment 

Impacts arm expected to bt very low at a result of the proposed activities. 
For analysis information, see the PEA referenced In the Introduction. _ 

2. Economics 

Impacts art expected to be very low as a result of the proposed activities. 
For analysis information, see the PEA referenced In the Introduction. 

3. Onshore Support Facilities, Land Use, and Coastal 
Communities and Services 

No impacts art expected as a result of the proposed activities. For _ 
analysis information, see the PEA referenced in the Introduction. 

D. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Coatstrcial and Recreational Fisheries 

a. Commercial Fisheries _ 

Impacts art expected to be low as a result of the proposed activities. For 
analysis Information, see the PEA referenced in the Introduction. 

b. Recreational Fisheries 

Impacts are expected to be low as a result of the proposed activities. For 
analysis Information, see the PEA referenced in the Introduction. 

2. Archaeological Resources 

Impacts are expected to be lo* as a result of the proposed activities. For I 
analysis Information, see the PEA referenced In th* »-*~duct1on. 

— 
3. Military Use/Warning Areas and Explo' Areas 

The proposed structure-removal ar . not take place In a military 
use/warning area or In an explosive du In addition, the shore base 
location chosen by the operator and/oi actor(s) will not require support 
vessels or aircraft to traverse any ol .reas. A description of these 
areas, their locations and potential 1. of structure-removal activities on 
these areas can bt found In the PEA (USD. MMS, 1987). The proposed activities L . 
will not Impact or be Impacted by any military use/warning areas or explosives 
dumping areas. •< 
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4. Navigation and Shipp 

The proposed stratuic-resv-v act iv i t ies in West Delta Area, Block 20 are 
not located adjacent to a vessel safety fairway or In an anchorage area. 
Structures located nearshore aay serve as "landmarks" to vessels or helicopters 
operating In tht area on a regular basis. The overall impacts of the proposed 
work on navigation and shipping is expected to be very low. More information on 
the lapacts of stnicture removals on navigation and shipping can be found In the 
PEA (USDI, MMS, 1987). 

5. Pipelines and Cables 

The PEA (USDI, MMS, 1987) contains a description of the Impacts of 
structure removals on pipelines and cables. The proposed work will take place 
within 150 a (490 feet) of existing pipelines. Since the operator aust adhe.-e to 
existing laws and regulations for abandonment of structures (Including procedures 
required by Notice to Lessees and Operators S3-3), the proposed work will not 
pose a hazard to pipelines or cables In the area. 

6. Othsr Nineral Resources 

No lapacts are expected as a resul. f the proposed act iv i t ies . For 
analysis Information, see the PEA referenced in the Introduction. 

7. naan Health and Safety 

••= PEA (USDI, MMS, 1987) describes the hazardous conditions for workers 
dut . £T:jcr.ure-removal act iv i t ies . The operator has proposed the use of 
nonexplosive method to remove the subject wel l . Existing legal anc? regulatory 
safety requirements will keep the impact, of the proposed work on huaan health 
and safety at a very low level. 

E. UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS 

A discussion of unavoidable adverse impacts can be found in the PEA (USDI, 
MMS, 1987). One area of primary concern i s the potential loss of habitat to the 
aarine environment. This topic is discus*«d in the PEA and a low level of Impact 
Is expected. Other unavoidable adverse lapacts are considered to be minor. 

IV. PUBLIC OPINION 

A discussion of public concerns regarding structure removals can be found 
in the PEA (USDI, NMS, 1987). The proposed structure removal has generated no 
comments froo the public. 

V. CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 

In accordance with the provisions of Section 7 of the Endangered Species 
Act, this proposed structure removal does not require coordination with the 
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). 
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KilTSJJ STATES GOVERNMENT 
MEMORat»T.UM 

Ghtfaaj 

To: Environmental Operations S»-p ;lon (LE-5) 

Proa: Office of Structural and Technics.1 Support, Fielc Operationa, 
Gulf of Mexico OCS Region COSTS 

ouoject. Platfora Removal 

OPERATOR: U M l M O C O 

Control No: ES/SR c?3 

Platfora Area/Block 

R E C E I V E D 

(. - » ; --..^ 

V •meat Service 
„ - environmenl 

Leaae 

ocs - G llgg 

Shore Base: v fe v u V f ^ L f t 

The attached applioation i s fYtrvarded to your off ice ao that tha Finding of No 

Significant Iapact can bo prepare*!. Ve believe thla propoeed activity meets 

the requirements of the generic Endangered Spooler lot Sootion 7 Consultation 

Document. There are/aea ac exiating pipelined; witMn 500 ieet of tho propoaed 

reaoval looation. 

Arviod Sfisoh (OSTS) 
Extenaicn ?89* 

Enclosure 

cc: 

AShah: :LEXITYPE:Disk 5 



WAINOCU 
: n JGAS ;.?.MP*NY 

Nay 3, 1989 

R E C E I V E D 

MAY 04 1989 

MMS General Supervisor 
Field Operations (OSTS) 
1201 Eimwood Park Blvd. 

OSes of Structural 
and Technical Support 

Now c r l e a n s , L o u i s i a n a 70123 

Attent ion: A r v i n a Shah 

Ra: Attachad Removal 
Application for 
Heat Delta 20 

Dear Mr. Shah: 

Pleaae find attached the remove*, proposal for Wainoco O i l 6 Gee, 
OCSG 7789 #1, loceted at Wee'. Delta 20, for your immediate 
consideration. Ae per our telephone conversations of Mey 3, 1989, 
the origlnel proposal for removal, completed approximately one 
month ego, hee not teen received by the M.M.S. Thie eingle well 
removal, to be don- .:on-explosively, la schedule fer the period May 
5/6, iv89. 

Taking into consideration that explosives will not be utilized for 
the removal, end thet we neve alread> scheduled the work be%ed upon 
our prior submittal, we respectfully requeet yonr vfrhai approval Dghitej 
for the prolect followed by your normal written approval. Pleaae A ik 

adVlae at your eerlieet convenience. *'iK 

Very t r u l y yours. 

a. D. Cole 
Vice President - Production 

OTs* & GAS COMPANY 

Attachment 

EDC/maw 

cc: W. w. Kilgore 
Laredo Construction, Inc. 

1200 SMITH STREET • SUITE 1500 • HOUSTON TEXAS 77002-4367 • (7131658 9900 
10 
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I . P M - ^ I H I * F i r tv 

A. lease Operator Nam* . Walnoco Ol j | Caa Company 

B. Address HOO Smith Street. Suit* ISM 

Hovtton. TX 77002-4367 

C. Contact Parson snd Telephone Number e. P. cola 

(713) MfcMQQ 

0. Shore bis« , |ZA. 

I I . T/lentmgatian of Structure to be Removed 

A. Pl i t form Name ocs-c 77M i i 

B. Location (lease. Arte* Block, end Block Coordinates) W. Delta llocit 10 

| ) Lat. 29° 10' 18' Una, S9« 40' 22" X • 2329932.23 Y • 167465.80 

C. Date Installed (Year) 
ati 

0. Proposed Data of Removal (Month/Year) 4/69 

C. N ter Depth _ i H 

I I I . PeaeHaMaa af Structure gfl ha Removed 

A. Configuration (Attach a Photograph or a Diagram) 

8. Siie 36" X 1" W.T. Conductor 

C. Nunber of lec,s/Casings/F11(ngs I 



Ofemetar and Wall Thickness of 19-x/Cas'ngs/PIl Injs 3*" n<ni»»rar 

1 " Wa l l / 16 " V a m n 7 5 * / * t . / l p - 3 / 4 " Dlametar 43.3 * / f t . 

Art Ptlts Grouted? EH Inside or Outside? inalde 

Brief description of soil composition and condition aand/inud 

IV, Purpott 

Brief discussion of the reason for removing the structure Abandon*d Wall 

) y, RiMYll Method 

A. Brief description of the method to be used cut \y mechanical cottar • 

• 3 matara or mora balov mud line Qfe£ $c\vj ( J a * J 

B. I f explosives are to be used* provide the following; 

1. Kind Of Explosives *one 

2. Number and SIies of rharges -

Single Shot or Multiple Shots? •• ' • 

b« I f mult iple shots/ sequence and timing of detonations 
» 

0. 

/ E. 

f \ 



Otpth Of Detonation Below Hud Line 

b. Inside or Outside Piling? 

Pre-Peeovtl Monitoring Techniques 

1. ft the use of scare charges or acoustic devices proposed? Eg 

I f yes* provide the followingt 

a. Number and Kind _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

bt S 1st of Charges _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

c. Brief description of how* vhert* tnd when scare chtrget or 

acoustic devices will be uttd ' 

2* Will divert or acoustic devices be used to conduct t prt-reeoval 

0 survey to detect pretence of turtles tnd ear ine tujeeelsf 
o 

If yet* briefly describe tho proposed detection Method _ _ _ _ _ 

Post-Reeovel Monitoring Techniques a 

1. Will transducers be used to measure tho pressure and impulse of the 

detonations? so 

\ 

i l l \ '% • 9: » i I M 13. 



2. Wi l l d i ve r t be used t o survey the area a f t e r removal to Ceter.nfr.e 

any e f fec t s on marine l i f e ? Y «» 

V I . flfploglcal I n f o r m a t i o n 

If available* provide the results of any recent biological surveys 

conducted 1n the vicinity of the structure. If available* describe 
o 

any recent observations of turtles or marine mammals at the structure 

None known 

Please seed three copies of the application tot 

legleeet fepervlaor 
yield Operetleee (OSTS) 
1201 llaatood Park BWd. 
hee Crimean, Louie1ana'70123 

» • 
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